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Overview
TRAD Worm Industries is a commercial vermicomposting company that responsibly
disposes of food/organic waste produced in our everyday lives through innovative
vermicomposting. Compostable materials, commonly referred to as organic waste, can
be fed to worms to actively reduce landfill debris. A study conducted by the City of
Calgary in 2016 determined that, between 65-80% of “garbage” that is thrown away is
compostable.

TRAD proudly acknowledges that children are the future and is committed to
interactively educating our future about environmental stewardship. Classroom
vermicompost bins provide accessible, educational, and innovative opportunities for
Medicine Hat students to collectively participate in environmental sustainability by
reducing organic landfill pollution.

Presently, various schools and early child learning programs within Medicine Hat and
the surrounding area are taking part of our beneficial vermicomposting program, with
SD76’s River Heights being our pilot school. In 2018-2019, the grade 4 classes at River
Heights saved approximately 3100 lbs of organic matter, produced at lunch and
recesses, from being thrown into the city’s landfill.

Protocols
Worm Beds Set Up & Maintenance Opportunities
We recommend that worm beds be placed in an area that allows for convenient
accessibility, such as individual classrooms. Every two weeks, the bed is picked
up and replaced with a fresh bed. Next, we weigh the bed, record and compile
data, and upload the data to an accessible database for trackability. Following
the confirmation of your participation in our presented vermicompost opportunity,
a detailed agenda of scheduled pickups and the link to access your worm bin
information will be provided.

Just like any living thing, a little maintenance is to be expected. A student lead
group is a great technique to handle daily maintenance and encourage ultimate
student-program inclusion. A daily time allowance of approximately 5 minutes.

Furthermore, we prefer to have a designated contact person at the school, so
that we have direct communication for all inquiries; however, the program can
entail various worm beds within your school. Adding additional beds is a great
way to expand your eco-sustainability pursuit, as well as, provide you and
students with the opportunity to actively participate in environmental stewardship
through a fun and educational way!
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Troubleshooting
We get asked many questions, but the most common are … Does it smell? The
answer generally is no; however, there are always exceptions. Are bugs a
common issue, like fruit flies? Generally, no, but again there are exceptions.
However, with our program and the frequent pick up schedule, we can guarantee
that your class’s experience with vermicomposting is positive.

Money
We are extremely grateful for the environmentally friendly relationship that has
been established and appreciate the support of the participating schools. As a
result, all participating classrooms/schools receive worm bed pick up, data
collection, and a detailed year-end report for a discounted price.

The school vermicomposting (worm bed) program is provided for the low cost of
$30/month or $240/year. The cost of $30/month will cover a single worm bed, but
additional beds within the school can be established and increase the amount by
$10/month with a maximum of 4 additional beds. For example, two worm beds
will be $40/month or $320/year up to 5 beds costing $70/month or $560/year

*Please note that during holidays when the school closes for extended periods,
the beds will be picked up and maintained until school returns to regular classes
for no additional charge.

In past years, grants that cover the associated costs with classroom
vermicomposting bins have been applied for and received. If you have any
questions about available grants or while applying for grants, our administration
is able and willing to provide assistance.
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Thank you
Thank you for your interest in an environmental partnership with T.R.A.D. Worm
Industries. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact myself or
our administration. We look forward to effectively diverting the organic waste
within your classroom/school!

Best Regards,
Roxanne Doeksen Julia Banek-Jensen
CEO. T.R.A.D. Worm Industries Administration.
Roxanne@tradwormindustries.org julia@tradwormindustries.org
(403) 528-0058 (403) 952-6928
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